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Abstract

We show that the assumptions of the well-known Kantorovich theorem imply the assumptions of
Miranda's theorem, but not vice versa.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to show that the assumptions of the well-known
Kantorovich theorem imply the assumptions of Miranda's theorem. This sur-
prising fact can be conc1uded from aseries of well-known results on the existence
of solutions of a nonlinear system of equations in Rn. At the end of the paper we
give a short direct proof of this fact.

2. Some Existence Theorems and their Relations

Proving the existence of a solution of a system of nonlinear equations is a fun-
damental problem in nonlinear analysis. In what follows we will review three well-
known theorems related to this problem: The Kantorovich Theorem, Moore's
Theorem and Miranda's Theorem. The most famous of them is perhaps the
Kantorovich Theorem. We will present it both in its "c1assical" form (see [8] or
[10]), and in its "affine-invariant" form proposed by Deufihard and Heindl [2].
Although the above mentioned theorems hold in general Banach spaces, for the
purpose of this paper we will state them only for the n-dimensional space Rn
endowed with the infinity norm. Also, we will present only the parts of the con-
c1usion of those theorems that are relevant to our paper.

Theorem 1. (Kantorovich) Let f : D C Rn --7Rn be Frecher differentiable in the
open convex set D. Assume thatfor the point xo E D the Jacobianf' (xo) is invertible
with Ilf'(xO)-llloo :S ß. Let there be a Lipschitz constant K for f' such that

Ilf'(u) - f'(v)lloo :S Kllu - vlloo for all u, v E D.
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Let

Ilxl -xolloo = I 1f'(XO)-lf(xo) I 100 :S1].

If h = ßK1] :S!and B(xO, p-) = {x E Rn Illx - xOlloo:S p-} cD where

1 - vii - 2h
p- = h 1],

then f has a zero x* E B(xO,p-). 0

Theorem 2. (Affine-invariant form of the Kantorovich Theorem) Let f: D c
Rn --t Rn be Frecherdijferentiable in the open convex set D. Assume that for the
point xOE D the Jacobian f' (xO) is invertible with

Ilf'(xO)-lf(xO)lloo :S 1]. (1)

Let there be a Lipschitz constant w for f' (xO)-1f' such that

1If'(XO)-I(f'(U) - f'(v))lloo :Swllu - vlloo for all u, v E D. (2)

If h = 1]W :S!and B(xO, p-) = {x E Rn Illx - xOlloo :Sp-} cD, where

1 - vi 1 - 2h
p- = w (3)

then f has a zero x* in B(xO,p -). 0

If the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied for some constants ß,K and 1],then the
hypothesis of Theorem 2 is obviously satisfied with w = ßK and 1].In many cases
the Lipschitz constant w from Theorem 2 is much smaller than the product of
the constants ß and K appearing in Theorem 1. In fact there are examples where
Theorem 2 applies but Theorem 1 does not. For arecent application of the
affine-invariant form of the Kantorovich Theorem see [9]. The next theorem
contains the so-called Moore test [7] which is based on the Krawczyk operator
[3].

Theorem3. (Moore) Let f : D c Rn --t Rn be continuouson the openconvex set D.
Suppose that for xOE D and some real vector d = (di) with di 2':0, i = 1, . . . , n, the
interval vector [x] = [xO - d,xo + d] is contained in D and

f(x) - f(xo) = 15f(xo,x)(x - xo), x E [x],

where the matrix 15f (xO,x) is called slope off Assume furthermore that for some
interval matrix 15f(xO,[x)) we have

15f(xO,x) E 15f(xo, [x)) for all x E [x]. (4)
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Jf there is areal nonsingular matrix A such that the Krawczyk operator

K([x],xO,A) := xO- Af(x) + (I - A(jf(xO, [x]))([x] - xo)

satisfies

K([x],xO ,A) C [X], (5)

then [x] contains a zero x* off. 0

There are different possibilities for finding an interval matrix (jf(xO, [x])for which
(4) holds, such as the interval arithmetic evaluation of the Jacobian, the interval
extension of the Jacobian, the interval extension of the slope etc.

In [11] Rall took for (jf(xO, [x]) the interval extension of the Jacobian of f on [x]
and under this assumption he performed a careful comparison of Theorems 1 and
3 coming to the conclusion that Theorem 1 is more general. Furthermore a simple
example is given which shows that (5) does not hold for the ball B(xO,p-) con-
structed using Theorem 1. However, Theorem 3 is easier to apply. For example,
no Lipschitz constant is needed for the Moore test.

Neumaier and Shen [7] took for (jf(xO, [x]) the interval extension of the slope. In
contrast to the preceding case they could show that the Moore test (Theorem 3)
always works ifTheorem 1 can be applied, but not vice versa. Shen and Wolfe [12]
performed the same comparison for Theorem 2 and the Moore test (Theorem 3).
The result is the same as in [7].

The last existence theorem to be presented in this paper is Miranda's theorem (see
[4] and [6]).

Theorem4. (Miranda) Let f : D C Rn ~ Rn be a continuousfunction. Assume that

the interval vector [x]= [x°- d,xo + d],xo = (x?),d = (di),di 2':0, i = 1,..., n, is
contained in D. Let

[x];= {x oE [X],Xi = x~ + di},
[xr = {x E [x],Xi = x~ - di},

be the n pairs 01parallel, opposite faces of the interval vector [x].Jf

fi(x)fi(y) :S 0 for all x E [x];,y E [xr, i = 1,2, . . . ,n,

then f has at least one zero x* in [x]. 0

Very recently Alefeld and Shen [1] proved that if fex) satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem 3 then g(x) = Af(x) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4, but not the
other way around. Their result holds for any interval matrix (jf(xO, [x])satisfying
(4) independently of how it is obtained (interval arithmetic evaluation of the
Jacobian, interval extension of the Jacobian, interval extension of the slope, etc.)

Summarizing the above discussion we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 5. Assume either that the assumptions of Theorem 1 or those of Theorem 2
holdfor f(x). Then the assumptions ofTheorem 4 holdfor g(x) = f' (xOf If(x), but
not vice versa.

This result is quite interesting but the way it was obtained above involves many
concepts from interval arithmetic that do not have anything to do with the
statement of Theorem 5. It is therefore useful to have a direct proof of this
theorem. This will be done in the next section.

3. A Direct Proof

Proof of Theorem 5:

",*" As noted in the preceding section, if the hypo thesis of Theorem 1 is sat-
isfied then the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied with w = ßK. Therefore in
what follows we assurne that the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied. Let ei
denote the i-th unit vector. If one considers for a fixed i, 1 ::;i ::;n, all vectors

.. . T . .

ul = (uj) with (eI) ul = 1 and jujl ::; 1,j = 1,... ,n,j i=i, then the pairs of op-
posite faces of the interval vector [x]= [xO- pe,xo + pe],p 2:O,e= (1,..., If,
can be written as

[x]; = {x E [x] I Xi = x? + p}

= {x = xO + pui I (ei) T Ui = 1,I u~ I ::; 1,j = 1,. . . ,n,j =f= i}

and

[xr = {x E [x] IXi = x? - p}

{
° i

I (
i
)

T i 1 l i
I
< 1

'

1 . --1- .}= X = X - pu e u = , Uj - ,J = ,..., n,J {I ,

respectively. Let x = xO::J::p_ui E [x]; where p- is defined by (3). We first show
that

I.f (eY {g'(xoct tp_Ui)- g'(xO)}uidtls.;~UJp-,

where g(x) = f'(xO)~lf(x). We have

(6)

1

J (eif {g'(x°::J::tp_Ui) - g'(xO)}uidt
°

1

::;J (ei)TIg'(x°::J::tp_Ui) - g'(xO)I'luildt
°
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1

::; J t Ig~j(xO:t tp_Ui) - g~/xO)I .Iu~'dt
° j=l

1

S J 1; Ig,j(x'"= tp_Ui) - g;/xOJldt° .
1

.::; J IIg'(x°:t tp_ui) - g'(XO)Iloodt°
1

::; w J 11 :t tp_ui Iloodt°
1

< - wp_.
-2

In what followswe use {he fact that p- defined by (3) satisfies the quadratic
equation

1 2
2WP- - p- + 1]= O. (7)

Let x = x°:t p_Ui E [x];. By the well-known generalization of the fundamental
theorem of calculus we obtain

1

g(xO :t p_Ui) = g(xO) :t p- J g' (xO :t tp_Ui)Uidt°
1

= g(xO) :t P- J {fl' (xo :t tp - ui) - g' (xo) + g'(XO)}uidt°
1

= g(xO):t p-g'(XO)Ui:t p- J{g'(x°:t tp_Ui) - g'(xO)}uidt.°

Using g'(xO)= land (ei)T Ui = 1 gives

1

gi(X°:t p:...Ui)- gi(XO):t p- :t p- J (ei)T{g'(x°:t tp_Ui) ~ g'(xO)}uidt.°
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By taking the + sign and using (1), (2), (6) and (7) we obtain

gi(XO + p_Ui)
1

2': -lgi(Xo)1 + p- - p-I J (ei/ {g'(xO+ tp_Ui) - g'(xo)}uidtI°
1 2

2': -11 + p~ - 2OJP- = o.

Similarly,

gi(XO- p_Ui)

1

:S Igi(XO)I- p- - p- J (ei/ {~'(xO - tp_Ui) - g'(xO)}uidt°
1

:S 1J- p- + p-I J (ei)T {g'(xO - tp_Ui) - g'(xO)}uidtl°
1 2

:S 11- p- + 2OJP- = O.

Hence the hypo thesis of Miranda's Theorem is satisfied for g(x) and d = p_e.

"{=" This part of the proof is shown by usiI.lga simple counter-example. Let

fex) = _x3 + 6~ - 11x + 6 = -(x - 1)(x - 2) (x - 3)

for xE D = [xO- d,xO + d] with xO= 0 and some fixed d > O.From

f'(x) = -3x2 + 12x - 11

it follows f' (xO)= -11 and therefore we have

g(x) = f' (xo)-lf(x)
1 3 2

= - (x - 6x + 11x- 6).11

Choosing d = 1 it holds that

° 24
g(x - d) = g(-1) = - 11'
g(xo+d) = g(1) = 0
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and Theorem 4 can be applied to g(x) for D = [-1, 1J. On the other hand we
obtain immediate1y

6

lf' (XO)-lj(XO)I= U =: 17-

Furthermore

J'(XO)-lJ'(X) = 131x2- ~~x+ 1

and therefore

Ij'(xOr\f'(u) - J'(v))1 =
1

2(u2 - v2) - 12 (u - v)
1

11 11

1

3 12

1

= -(u+v)--Iu-vl-11 11

3 12

[

6d 12 6d 12

]Ifu,vE [-d,d] thenU(u+v)-UE -U-U'U-U

1

3 12

1

6 12

U(u+v)-U :SUd+U.

and therefore

Hence (2) h01ds with (;) := 161d + ~i.

Since

6

(
6 12

)
6

h:=1}(J)=- -d+- =-(6d+12)11 11 11 121

is bigger than ! for all positive d we can not app1y Theorem 2. 0

It is interesting to note that we have proved more than the fact that the hypothesis
of the Kantorovich Theorem in the (X)-norm guarantees the app1icability ofMi-
randa's Theorem. Actually we have shown that the function gi has nonpositive
values on the "1eft face" [xr and nonnegative va1ues on the "right face" [x]i for
all i E {1, - - - , n} -
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